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Editorial. 
THE Northwestern Christian Advocate of February 6 contains an editorial entitled "Should Professional Teaching be a 
Life Business?" The article was called out by a recent contribu-
tion in the WEEKLY, from the pen of. Hon. J. L. Pickard, on 
"Permanence in the Teacher's Work." The Advocate does not 
concur in the opinion that a lack or permanence in the service 
is to be deplored. While conceding that knowledge and experi-
ence are valuable to a teacher, it thinks, and very justly so, that 
enthusiasm and a profoUnd sympathy for youth are equally neces-
sary. It urges, however, that while advancing age enlarges ex-
perience and knowledge, it yet cools enthusiasm and removes the 
instructor further from the level of the motives a~d passions, the 
hopes and fears, that actuate his pupils. It affirms that 
"knowledge and experience without the kindling eye and the 
sympathetic heart are not particularly attractive to the young," 
and that a 'person 1113;y be too old to teach well. Now, there is a 
grain of truth and, we think, several grains of error in this view 
of our respected contemporary. We think the error lies in as-
suming that those who love the work well enough to continue in 
it through!;all the years of active life are the last persons to lose 
enthusiasm or permit the "kindling eye" to fade. Only those 
who do love the profession should be allowed to remain in it for 
any considerable length of time. Only. those will love it who 
possess an aptitude for it and are prepared to perform its duties 
does he fail to make due allowance tor youthful foibles. The 
true teacher is a life-long student. He grows in knowledge and 
wisdom as he increases in years. He preserves the freshness of 
his spirit by copious draughts from the fountain of truth, and by 
cultivating those graces of character which attract rather than 
repel the sympathies ot those whom he instructs. 
How can it be possible that youth and inexperiellce are best 
fitt.ed to guide, instruct, and restrain youth and inexperience? 
This is actually the great ov!!rshadowing evil of the huur in our 
educational work, We need mort: age, experience, knowledge, 
and skill in the average teacher. We need more permanence. 
We need greater inducements to a better, broader, and deeper 
preparation. We need more teachers inspired with higher mo-
tives and with a.n ambition tor those studies which counteract the 
corroding tendencies of the profession. 1 0 tltt~· end there must 
be more stability. There must be the assurance of a competent 
material and moral support, Is ,it to be wonden!u at that there 
are teach{'rs in Chicago, and everywhere else, who, in one sense, 
"have taught too long," and whose "enthusiasm has decayed ?" 
Whose enthusiasm would not decay in any calling with the pros-
pect of starvation superadded to the wear and tear of the school-
room? Look at the history of the salary question in the Chicago 
school& for the past few years. Look at both the material and 
moral support which the action of the city authorities af late 
seems to imply. Look at the average scnool board everywhere. 
See how these boards are too often constituted. What sort of 
appreciation of the teacher's difficulties and duties, what delicate 
apprehension of tre motives, methods, and needs of true educa-
tion can be expected (rom men whose souls are absorbed in law, 
lumber, life insura.nce, lager beer, and-lucre generallyi' Is it 
strange that the enthusiasm of teachers should decay under such 
circumstance~? Is it strange tha.t the best talent is retiring dis:-
heartened and disgusted from the field? It is true that larg~ 
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numbers do teach too long,-for their own interest, too long to 
enable them to engage in other pursuits where talent, tact, and 
industry reap an adequate reward. But the reason for it is, too 
much lather than too little enthusiasm. They have loved not 
wisely but too well! 
------------------
The Advocate declares that "there is nothing intrinsically new 
in the profession of teaching, that there is nothing in it to ex-
cite interest unless the teacher specially strives to present it in 
some new aspect" ! The clause which we have h alicized in the 
quotation spoils the hypothesis implied in the preceding part . of 
statement, even if there were no other answer to the assumptioQ. 
We think we do not overstate the case when we express the con vic- , 
tion that in no field of human inquiry and effort have there been 
greater changes, during the past fifty years, than in the motives, 
methods, appliances, and subject matter of education. The 
school conducted according to the 'best modern ideas of educa-
tion is as different in its machinery, motives, methods, and re-
sults, from the school of fifty or a hundred years ago, as the rail-
way is different from the turnpike, or the telephone from the 
. horn of the post-boy ! The principles of Pestalozzi, a far better 
knowledge of the human mind, and the astounding revelations 
of modern discovery and invention in every field 0[- thought, 
have begun to revolutionize education. And why not? What 
significance can there be in these triumphs of man's intelligence 
in unveiling the mysteries of the universe, if they are not to be 
made serviceable in the higher development of his powers and in 
the intellectual and moral elevation of the race? The question 
is whether all the marvelous light of modern discovery shall be 
allowed to shine upon and into the schools, and thus be made to 
answer its supreme purpose, or whether it shall be shut out 
through a dogged devotion to the obsolete mummeries of the 
past? If our contenlporary will procure and read a little pamphlet 
entitled "The Past and Present of our Common School Educa-
tion," recently prepared by Supt. Rick<-ff, of Cleveland, and 
published by order of the Northeastern Ohio Teachers' Associa-
tion, it will begin to realize that there is something both intrin-
sically and extrinsically new in the business of modern teaching 
as compared with that of our forefathers. This pamphlet con-
tains but a mere epitome of the testi~ony as to the character of 
the schools, the teaching, and their results during the earlier and 
middle portions of our first century as a nation, gathered from. 
whole volumes filled with similar facts, and we commend it to 
the attention of all who have not access to the original sources 
of information. 
We regret that want of space prevents us from pursuing this 
subject 'further at present. It is a fruitful topic, and is worthy of 
a more extended development . That our schools as a whole are 
behind the demands of the age is as clear to those who compre· 
hend their condition as ~ny other fact of current history But 
that many of them are vastly in advance of the past is equally 
clear to the close observer. That there is no broader or fresher 
field for the exercise of the best talent and the most ardent en· 
thusiasm; that experience and skill, from a moral point of view 
at least, are il1 great demand; and that permanence, an adequate 
material and moral support are the prime necessities of the situa-
tion no person who is well informed upon the subject will under-
take to deny. 
The question. of professional education for teachers under state 
authority bids fair to be thoroughly agitated in Ohio during the 
present year. Her leading educators have for years desired that 
some efficient measures should be adopted by the legislature in 
behalf of a normal school which should be professional in/act as 
well as inname. Ohio is the only northern state that has neg· 
lected this essential feature of a complete system of publicinstruc-
tion. She has not seemed fully to appreciate the force ' of the 
logic that good schools are possible only with good teachers, and 
that a supply of such teachers is possible only with a:dequate 
provisions for producing them. Her legislators seem to be far 
behind the convictions and wishes of her educators. The y 
should be able to see that if it be the duty of the state to estab· 
lish common schools for the education of the children, it is 
equally its duty to establish normal schools for the suitable prep-
aratIon of the teachers of those children. They should be able 
to see that if skilled labor be requisite to success anywhere, it is 
in the school-room where chilUren are to be taught and trained, 
and where character is to be formed for all the other arts, trades, 
professions, and callings in life. They should be able to see that 
a state has no higher, nobler, or more :lecessary function than to 
educate its citizens, to develop that intellectual and moral power 
that generates all other power which tends to strengthen and 
preserve a state. We feel confident that such cogent reasons 
as these for liberal actiop will soon take effect upon the law-
making power, and that Ohio ~vill yet place herself abreast of the 
most advanced communities, in her liberal provisions for the pro-
fessional training of teachers. 
-----------------
A canvass of the state ·in the interests of a normal school and 
of the leading educational journals, like the WEEKLY, the Ollio 
Educational Monthly, and the N ew England Jourllal has been 
undertaken by Prof. John Ogden ; of Worthington. He has is-
sued a stirring appeal to the teachers of the state, and proposes, 
as far as possible, to visit every county, delivering addresses and 
circulating petitions in behalf of such a school. Prof. Ogden's 
movement is endorsed by the State Commissioner, by Ex-Com-
missioner Harvey, Superintendents Hancock, Stevenson, and 
other influential educators throughout the commonwealth. Bis 
long connectIOn with the normal school. work, and .his ability as 
a writer and speaker, eminently qualify him for the task he has 
so unselfishly undertaken. His labor in behalf of the journals 
referred to enables him to defray the necessary expenses of the -
canvass, while it possesses the advantage of diffusing a better 
knowledge of professional literature among the teachers. If 
the success of this movement be commensurate with its mer-
its, Ohio will soon "redeem the tf~e" by establishing a great 
training school for teachers that shall lead those of other states 
blessed with abundant means and yet measurably failing to profit 
by their grand of.-portunities. . 
GRUBE'S METHOD.-IV. 
Prof. LoUIS SOLDAN, St. Louis Normal School. 
WHEN Grube's Method of teaching the elements of arithme- . tic was first introduced to the Teachers' Association of our 
city, in r870, it was not presented with the assurance of warranted 
success as the only plan of teaching this important study, but 
rather as an attempt to demonstrate practicali y, in a given instance, 
to some extent, at least, in how far methods of teaching may be re-
deemed ftom the bane of .vagueness, which, as long as it lasts, ex-
cludes them fr.om the rank, in the science of Pedagogics, to 
which they might otherwise be entitled. Grube's M~thod was-
submitted with diffidence to ' the judgment of practical teachers 
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without the commendation of any champion who expressed an 
i~plicit belief in its immediate signal success. We may speak 
disparagingly of the often frivolous distinction between theory 
and practice, which ignores the harmonious parallelism between 
the world of thought and the world of fac:t, but we shall never-
theless insist upon practical usefulness as the test of any psycho-
logically correct method of teaching. 
To-day Grube's Method of teaching arithmetic does not lack 
friends and supporters; it has been tried al~d adopted not in one 
city alone, but has become recognized throughout the country. 
Long before its practical test in the district schools of St. Louis, 
it was made part of the regular course of instruction in the 
schools of San Francisco, and many other cities have adopted it 
since. Practical experience has shown the advantages and dis-
advantages of this system as far as the part. which was presented 
at that time is concerned, nam~ly; the numbers from one to ten 
only. 
Beyond this limit there is still disputed ground, and it may be 
allowable to say that the continuation is offered to-day in the 
same spirit as the beginning was years ago. It is simply a report 
on an ingenious method which is considered worthy the notice 
of thoughtful teachers, and which seems to deserve a fair trial, 
continued for a sufficient length of time to extend beyond the 
period during which a new method seems objectionable because 
it is new, and hence , collides with a practice which habit has 
~ade convenient. 
The leading idea is the same throughout Grube's Method. To 
show the principle of teaching the higher numbers to 100 is to 
recapitulate the principles that are to guide the teacher in his 
treatment of the numbers from I to 10. That the four processes 
are taught with each number before the following one is consid-
ered forms, no doubt, a charac teristic feature of Grube's 
Method, but it is a common mistake to suppose that it is the 
leading idea. It certainly emanate~ from this idea, but it is not 
the idea itself. The leading principle is rather that of objective 
illustration. In a very general way it may be said that in ex-
amples in primary arithmetic two numbers are given and their 
relation, expressed by a third number, is to be found. Hence 
the elementary processes may b<! considered as the comparing of 
one number with the other, or the mea~uring of one by the 
other. On the basis of this general theory, Grube suggests a 
general plan of illustration, according to which the larger num-
ber of the two numbers given is represented by the total number 
of lines or dots placed on the blackboard. These lines are ar-
ranged into sets or groups, each containing as many lines or,dots 
as are indicated by the smaller number of the two. Thus, if the 
numbers 6 and 2 are to be compared with each other, the illus-
t ration' consists of six lines, arranged two by two. 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
The measuring of 9 by 4 is illustrated by four lines and four lines 
and one line. 
o. 
, 0 
o 
o 
o 
o , 0 
o 0 
This contains the main principle of Grube's ' Method. If per-
ception has seized this illustration and wrought it into a mental 
picture, the solutio!) of all the existing elementary . relation'S be-
tween the two numbers has been ' grasped implicitly. For the 
four processes are simply different interpretations of this sym-
bolic diagram. When this picture appears before the mind it 
may be interpreted as addition or multiplication, i. t., our illus-
tration may be read 
4+4+1=9. or (2X4)+1=9. 
and by the retrograde process, when the illustration is made to 
disappear from the blackboard, it may be interpreted by subtraction 
or division, as 9-4-4=1, or from 9 I can take away 4 twice and 
leave I . But the main point in this is that the whole process is based 
on well selected and arranged illustrations, and is an object lesson 
on numbers. A plan of teaching which ignores this main point and 
flatters itself to have found the gist of the new idea by jumbling 
together addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, 
without the most extensive use of illustrative object~, and with-
out systematic arrangement, has nothing in common with Grube's 
Method. In the latter, the clearest order and regularity prevail 
throughout. Below 10, each number is compared with the num-
ber I, by means of addition, subtractioll, multiplication, and di-
vision, then with the number 2, then with 3, etc. The pupil will 
soon learn to perceive the regularity of this process, and at the 
moment he has understood that part he can by independent 
work discover the primary arithmetical relations of a number 
and prepare a synopsis or diagram, of the same. 
A frequent alid very dangerous mistake is the omission, or neg-
lect, of applied examples. The pure number as the universal 
expression of arithmetical truth is of the greatest importance, 
but the pupil throughout his school course finds the greatest dif-
ficulty in working with applied numbers. Moreover, arithmetic 
is studied for life, and in life there are none but applied exam-
ples. Hence, after the unive~sal, the pure number, has been 
mastered by means of observation, particular application should 
follow immediately, and copious examples, clothed in the most 
varied lorms, should be solved. The training whrch the pupil 
receives from practice with applied problems is different in kind 
from that with pure numbers, and hence cannot be slighted in 
the primary grades without retarding the progress in the higher 
classes. Without sufficient practice in this direction, t}iere is 
danger of mechanical and dull work and the best opportunities 
for the pupWs display of inventive ingenuity is lost. The diffi-
culty which the study of arithmetic presents in the bighergrades 
lie~ not in til(' mechanical handling of numbers; in most cases 
the pupils succeed very well , in that, but it lies in the fact that 
the words of the problem puzzle them. The qualitative ele-
ment disturbs and conceals the quantitative: If this assertion is 
correct, a great deal of training with applied numbers should be 
given at a time of the course when the pure number, which is 
considered so small that it allows the scholar, after having master-
ed it, to concentrate his whole attention on the puzzle tha.t lies 
in the wording, in the qualitative. Wherever sufficient training 
of this kind has sharpe~ed the wit of the pupils in ,the low~r 
grades, they will no longer consult the heading of the chapter as 
the first step in the solution of a problem in order to find whether 
it means addition or division, interest or long measure, and find 
themselves in a helpless and forlorn condition when they meet 
an example which is not labeled by any heading. 
An analysis of the operation with- each number shows as the 
two principal elements: 
I. The number considered in its universal quantitative charac-
ter, or pure number. 
II. The quantitative in special qualitative form, or applied 
number. ' I 
Under '~he first or pure number we have the sub-topics. a. 
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Comparing with, or measuring by each of the preceding num·· 
bers from· I to 10, considering addition, multiplication, subtrac-
tion, and division. /I. Combinations of the two numberstreded 
of, the results to be within the limits of the · greater one of the 
two numbers. This is a very important process, no doubt, but 
the t'emptation lies ncar to give too much prominence to it by 
forgetting that it is a part only of Grube's Method, The system-
atic comparison of numbers is of greaterimportance, and it is 
an error to spend as much time on these combinations as if the 
method consisted of nothing but these. c. Sufficient practice in 
the rapid solution of examples. 
INFLUENCE OF THE FORM OF THE SCHOOL ROOM 
. UPON SCHOOL DISCIPUNE. 
IN the January Ilumher of Revue Pedagogique, published in Paris, I find an article which I translate because of its general 
_ applicability. The periodical from which it is taken is very ably 
edited hy one of the leaciing men in educational matters of 
, France. J. L. PICKARD. 
The maintenance of discipline in school depends upon very 
diverse conditions. We shall not insit upon the intelligmt mas-
tery of pupils, nor upon the character the master should possess, 
nor yet upon the constant vigilance he must exercise during rec-
itation. These are upon the moral side of the question. 4n 
intelligent distribution of exercises, such that no clas~ of pupils 
is at any time unoccupied, assures in large measure good order in 
school. This condition of pedagogic organization is of great 
importance. 
But little attention has been given to the form of the school 
room in its influence upon school discipline. The general opin-
ion aglees to the rectangular form; but there is wide disagree-
ment as to the relative dimensions of the rectangle. The square 
form has its partisans. The French law is silent upon this point, 
although it demands a surface of a square meter (ahout Ii sq. 
feet) ·to each pupil. Other European states have been more par-
ticular. The oldest regulations upon construction of school 
houses ·are those of the Swis.'l cantons, Schaffhausm and Zurich. 
The former in 1852 determined the relation of the sides of the 
rectangle as 3 to 4· The latter in 1862 fixed the relation of 2 
to 3. 
The Prussian law, 15th Oct., 1872, and the ordinance of the 
,King of Saxony, April 3, 1873, demand the rectangular form, 
out do not prescribe the proportions. 
In Belgium, a royal decree of 25th Nov. 1874, prescribes sim-
ply a rectangular form, 1\'ith the strange provision that the corners 
be rounded. 
The free city of Bremen leaves the decision between the. square 
and the rectangle to the architect. 
. Austria, without expressing preference for any form, provides 
for the proportion of 3 to 4 whenever the rectangular ·form is 
adopted. 
The little realm of WllrtembUJ:g, the country which of all 
Europe has given the closest attention to details of school man-
agement, has attempted to allow the largest freedom in the con-
struction Gf Classrooms, but singularly enough, it has made either 
the square or the rectangle obligatory. The ministerial ordi-
nance of 28th D~c., 1870, fixes the square as the best form for it 
class of 40 pupils, and the rectangle for a class of greater number. 
The plan of a school house, which M. Buissori has inserted in 
his excellent work upon "Primary Instruction at the Vienna. E.~-
posithn," does not present an invariable form for all school-rooms. 
·In proportion to the number of pupils, the form is more or less 
elonga~ed. The dimensions which are as 3 to 5 for 85 pupils 
pass to that of 3 to 4 for 70, and by degrees to the square form for 
54 pupils. 
In fhe school houses recently erected by the city of Nancy, we 
have observed the form of the rectangle elongated in the propor-
tion of 3 to 5 for rooms designed for 50 or even 40 pupils. 
We have endeavor~d to put in evidence upon this point the di-
versity of usage. If there app~ars to be no agreement of ideas, 
it must be attributed either to the nature of the question, . which 
must be complex, or to the fashion, which in some countries is 
reduced to th~ problem of p'lre symmetry. On the contrary, the 
form of the schl)ol room really teaches most intimately the ques-
tion of good order and the maintenance of discipline in the school. 
Our personal experience, th;.! tesult of observations made in 
1639 in schools which w::: have visited, has convinced us that the 
form to be adopted is not a matter of indifference. . * * * In 
school organization an element of the highest importance presents 
itself.·-:"the grouping of pupils.- From a speculative point of view, 
this should precede and determine that of form of the ro.om. 
But practically this is not the case, since the master must arrange 
his pupil!' to suit the room in which he is pl~ced. From this ne-
cessity, difficulties of more than one kind arise. In order that 
the master may find himself in condition most favorable to good 
discipline, his pupils must be so arranged that from his chair he 
can readily see the whole school. This condition is indispensa-
ble, but it is not sufficient, for he must, wherever placed, per-
ceive the school with equal facility. In a word, it is necessary 
that the field of vision, in whatever grouping it appears, be sub-
ject to t~e leas.Lpossible .variation. ,_ W-e have noticed for a long 
time, in elongated rectangular ronms, relaxed discipline when 
the rostrum is placed upon the shorter side of the rectangle. The • 
pupils in such -rooms are presented to the view of the master in 
lengthened files, cover each other beyond a certain distance, and 
put whole ranks outside of efficient surveillance. It is also an es-
tablished fact that the disciplinary power ofa look decreases rap-
idly and is expended f>eyond a limit not very remote. 
For this reason we consider the collection of more than sixty pu-
pils in one room under the direction of a single teacher excessive. 
Discipline in a school beyond this number becomes a very serious 
task. Experienced men are not ignor~nt of it. With 80 pupils 
the double oblil1;ation of teaching and of f.ecuring necessary disci-
pline costs efforts which very soon become exhausting. Beyond 
this number, surveillance exercised over a too extended area loses 
its energy. Still further, the "field of headng" enlarged beyond 
the pulmonary power of the teacher furnishes only weak and pow-
erless echoes of his words to the pupils occupying the most re-
mote parts of the room. So the pupils, returning so to speak to 
themselves, take that character of lightness and want of fixed at-
tention which is peculiar to large schools, and which contrasts 
so strikingly with those of a small or medium number of pupils. 
Still another inconvenience presents itself when the master's 
chair is placed upon the longer side of the rectangle. If the hall 
is very oblong, the pupils facing the master in lengthened rank 
and shortened file so enlarge the field of vision that the extreme · 
sections, both right and left, very ne~rly escape his look and ren-
der his surveillance very painful. We have often heard teachers 
complain of extreme fatigue experienced in school rooms of this 
character. It is not astonishing, for the space over which vision 
~~cQm~anied by mental tensiQ:p. mu~t e:!(teud demands an ex-
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penditure of nervous force which rapidly exhausts the teacher. 
It follows from what has preceded, that the school rooms which 
favor the best dicipline are those in which the arrangement of 
pupils can be in the most compact form, occupying as nearly as 
possible a square form befOie the desk. Such an arrangement is 
favorable to a surveillance from all sides of individual ranks as 
well as of the whole school. 
These ideas, founded entirely upon expetience, have led us 
to conclude that small schools maybe properly gathered in square 
rooms, and schools of 40 to 60 pupils or 70 at the most, 
should have a rectangle departing from the square only enough 
to allow for the disposition of the necessary teacher's rostrum 
and other material. The front rank facing the teacher should 
not exceed ten pupils. Rectangular rooms in the proportions of 
2 to 3, 3 to 4, or 3 to 5 are not favorable to discipline. We pre-
fer ' the proportion of 8 to 9· J. CR'EUTZER, 
Inspector of Primary Instruction. 
NOTES BY THE WAY. 
THE far-famed Illinois Industrial University, of which Dr. J. M. Gregory is President, is located at Champaign. Ladie. as well as gentlemen at· tend. A faculty and corps of instructors amounting to twenty-nine, a main 
building containing sixty rooms and all in use, a fine chemical laboratory build-
ing in process of completion, a stock farm of over 400 acres, an experimental 
farm a school of horticnlture. a school of mining and engineering combine to 
afford unusual facilities for fitting a young man or woman for active business 
life. The schools of military science and commerce are at present receiving 
due attentIOn. After one term's attendance here each student is required to 
wear the University uniform of cadet grey. The Fine Arts Hall is one which 
attracts the visitor. The casts in plaster of Paris were recently imported from 
France. Domestic science receives its share of attention. Prof. J. C. Pickard 
took me "through" and we enjoyed it hugely. Mrs. Larned. Supt. of county 
~chools, spared no pains to make my stay in Champaign county highly enjoy_ 
able and profitable. -
We have not forgotten that there is an excellent system of public schools in 
Urbana. Supt. Hays accompan.ied us in a tour of them. There are fourteen 
teachers in all. We found them without exception under wholesome disci-
pline. Spelling by ' sound is practiced by every teacher and class. A high 
state of perfection in this line of phonics is here reached. We spent a half 
hour in the examination of written work which bad once been on exhibition 
at tbe county fair, and for which above aU competitors they received the first 
prize. Prof. Lanning'S scbool will go ahead in written work on general his-
tory. In other branches we think that tbe work done by Supt. Hays' school 
is superior to anything of the kind we have yet seen. The detailed report of 
the school and Its workings prepared by Mr. Hays is a volume in itself higbly 
interesting, and reflects much credit upon the author. Mrs. Julian has one of 
those model primary schools such as we found at Elgin. I wish tbe primary 
teacherS of the state could visit this school. It will pay you well; it will in-
crease your stock is trade; it will answer as a substitute for the teachers' jour· 
nal for which you refused to subscrib~. With but one exception, all of the 
Urbana teachers are subscribers to the WEEKLY or TEACHER. 
Why not visit tbe jolly-hearted book agents? Theyare what make the intel-
lectual world move. All of tbese men have been amongjthevery best teachers 
of our country. No popular publishing house\vould employ an unpopul~r 
teacher. The teachers who have been the leaders in intellectual work are 
those who are called to represent the illterest~ of the school-book publisher. 
S. C. Griggs & Co. make a specialty of Robert's Rules of Order. F. S. Bel· 
den may justly be proud tbat Cow perth wait & Co. have furnished Monroe's 
Primary School Charts, one of the.finest articles in this line we have yet seen . 
50 surfaces fO.r $7.5.0, and gotten up in fine style too. Dinsmore's Spelling 
Blank, for a lllckel, IS complete, neat, and C'ln't be beat; Potter, Ainsworth & 
Co., publishers. Geo. Sherwood & Co. are making many introductions for 
their Model Anthmetics. They are fast Lecoming popular. C. E. Lane, 
with the assbtance of Miss Ba.~sett, is taking the field for Kriisi's drawing. 
The new American History is well received. Abram Brown, for Clark & 
Maynard,'is continually winning new victories with the Graded Lessons ill 
English in hand. It is taking the lead in some of the best schools. Reed and 
Kellogg are masters. of their professions. A. H . Andrews & Co. are getting up 
another slate that WIll undersell anything yet made in that line, and noiseless 
too. That series of slates with a drawing book is the finest work of art yet 
presented for use in our schools. Edward Cook and Maj or A. J. Cheney keep 
Webster's dictionaries on the move,-superseding all others. Leslie Green· 
wood and W . J . Button are receiving large orders for Harper's new Geography. 
The typography of this book is unexcelled. S. S. Vent res and Amos Stevens 
are pushing Olney's Mathematics lively, and the colleges like the higher works 
exceedingly well. Gildersleeve's Latin Series is highly spoken of: published 
I 
by University Publishing Co. Sheldon's New Readers are having a large sale. 
O. S. Cook will send them to you. There is an increased dem Illd for Gilbert's 
Graded Test Speller. Our frien<;\.. S. E . Beede, at Keokuk, Iowa, will be glad 
to show you around for Robert S. Davis & Co. Teachers are astonished at 
the price of Ridpath's Histories. They are, pronounced A No. I. L. M. Dill-
man, at Bloomington, is a happy man. If you could see where he sends books 
for Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., you would not wonder. Their Illinois Edi· 
tion of the Eclectic Geography is taking first rate. Steele's Scientific Course is 
neat, concise, and eminently practical, and has come into gener~1 use. Published 
by A. S. Barnes & Co. Jno, A. Cums:ock and Thomas, Agents. 
Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. are represented by R. W. Putnam, Ypsilanti, 
Mich., a man who has' done valiant service in years gone by fur Worcester's 
Dictionaries, now in the hauds of our genial friend, E. H. Ely, of Chicago. 
If you want anything in the line of drawing,. write to L. Prang & Co., Boston, 
or their western agents, Hadley Brolhers & Co., Chicago. Trench's Study 
of Words has acquired new popularity through the scholarly efforts of Prof .. 
Thomas D. Suplee; published by W. J . Widdleton, New York. Mr. O. C. 
Blackmer, who edits the Spelling Reform Department in the WEEKLY, is pres-
ident of the Adams, Blackmer, and Lyon Publishing Comp:my, and i. an ac.-
commodating gentleman. But there seems to be no end to Ihe list of these 
useful public servants. Look in the adve~sing pages of the WEEKLY for their 
;ards. 
H. B. Bryant's Business College was visited. We find here the actual work 
carried on. About three hundred students are in attendance. This is a fiue 
lIlstitution and will pay one to vi,it it. Prof. Bryant will be glad to see you. 
fhe College entrance is at 101 State Street. A. H. P. 
·Sunday·school teacher-Who was the strongest man? Boy-Jonah; because 
the whale could n't hold him after he got him down. 
A WINTER LAY. 
THE bristling woods are tipped with gold As dusky twilight shadows fall ; 
I hear again the shepherd's call, 
The sbeep bell tinkling to the fold; 
The hearth-fire crackles to the cold, 
And faintly flickers on the wall. 
Re-plle the grate, and spread the board, 
With little store or plenty, blest; 
Still from thy larder bring the best; 
Unlock the orchard's harvest hoard-
Whatever good thy hand hath stored; 
Then bid thy friend a welcome guest. 
And while tbe slowly kindling blaze 
Leaps sparkling from the crackling fir~, 
Bring forth the harp, attune the lyre, 
And wake the songs of other days; 
Love's olden long-forgotten lays, 
That win the soul to new desire. 
And heart to heart, as eye to eye, 
Charm the slow·winged hours away 
With tales of many a vanished day 
And severed link and sundered tie; 
Of loved ones dead, tbat never die, 
And other near ones, far away. 
Or join awhile the joyous train, 
And feel the pulses dance and leap 
Where merry feet in mazes sweep 
Unto the VIOl's mellow strain; 
While moonlight silvers o'er the plain, 
And starry eyes thei,r watches keep. 
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Spelling Reform Department. 
Conducted by O. C. BLACKMBR, Director of the Northwestern Branch of the S!,elling 
Reform Association, Chicago. 
IN his late addres before the Spelling Reform Association of , St. Louis, Supt. W. T. Harris makes the following charges against our present or-
, thografy~ and then proceeds to show the advantages of a fonetic alfabet. 
I. It stands in the way of a sound, comprehensive national education. Hence 
the prevalence of illiterates. . 
2. No one is certain how to pronounce a word he has only seen wntten, 
and never heard spoken. 
3· No one is sure how a word is spelled which he has only heard pro-
nounced, and never seen written. 
4. It throws a barrier in the way of all sound and accurate, philological 
res$!arch. 
As confirmation of these principles, in England and Wales (according to 
the British Quarterly Revil!W), in 1~846, nearly one half the people were 
unable to write their n~me~, and five millions unahle to read their mother 
tgngue. In fact, there are at least five years as good as thrown away learning 
the ma~s of heterogeneous cunventionalities dignified by the name of or-
'thography (the Gr~ek words orthos and graphol, correct writing (?). Hderog· 
rap".v has been suggested as a word which would more aptly express it, i. e" 
various writing. 
If the phonetic alphabet were adopted, these five years would be saved, and 
could be 4evoted to useful science. 
There would also result a uniformity of pronunciation, because all people 
would write just as correctly as they speak; and we should have the pronun-
ciation of the best authors daguerreotyped for us. Another vel y weighty CGn-
sideration is this, the child who is just commencing his education should have 
s0;IDething consistent and logical, methodical and philosophical, to employ his 
mmd upon, rather thallo snmething without either analogy or system; for these 
,first impressions have sometimes the power to change and fix the whole bent 
of the mind. 
It has been demonstrated by actnai experiment that children will lea:n to 
spell the English language far more correctly, and in one-half the time, by 
first learning to read III the ,phonetic way, which can be done in a few days. 
Dr. Stone, of Boston, proved this several times, 
T~e phonetic printi!lg can be read by any person who can read ord;nuy 
readmg almost as readily at first sight as the other. Hence there need be none 
of the ~oks now in print thrown aside by reason of difficult orthography. ' 
In thiS matter we of, St. L~lUis ~'W speak with po;iti~e experience. In t~e fal~ of 1866 ~e p~onetlc modification of the alphabet, as Invented by Dr. EdwlIl ~Ig.h, w~ tned m one of our'public-schools as an expertment; and the fnlto,~­
mg year I~ was adopted throughout the puhlic schools of tbis city, where It 
has ev~r. since re~ained its place. By tbis sy_stem the child has a perfectly 
phonetic alphabet m so far a. "one sound for each character" is concerned, 
although it violates the third law of Latham in havina more than one character 
for tbe same sound. Yet, even with this, we find [hOe followmg advantages in 
the syste,m .wb~ch is still in use with us after ten years: ' 
. I .. GaIn In. time-a saving of one year out of the three years usually occu-
pied 1ll.le~rnmg ~o cal~ off easy words at sight. 
~. ~IStInct .artlculatlOn; the removal 01 foreign accent and of local and pe· 
. cultar mtonatlons. 
3· The development of a logical power of mind in the pupil. He can safely 
be taught to analyze a word into its sounds and to find the letters repres t!nting 
them, w~ereas, with the. ordinary prthography, it is an ill'ull to_his reason to 
ass~re him th~t a s~und ~s represented by any particular letter. Hence, ana-
.lytlcal power IS tramed Instead of mere memory from the day of his entrance 
llltO school-and analytic power is the basis of all thinking activity. 
AS,to t~e popular dread which lies under the proposed change: of orthogra-
phy, tbe Introductio~ of a new language, tht:re would not be so much differ-
eI1ce bet~een phonellc pnnt and that 01 dinarily used now, as there is between 
the Engltsh used now and at that of Spenser, and we can read them without 
mucb difficulty. ' 
All foreign names, e. g., geographical names, would then be casily reduced 
to a correct pronunciation, and missionaries could easily reduce unwritten lall-
gu~ges to writing, a thing which has been tried with a phonetic alphabet with 
emwent success. -
The disuse of stient Jetters will reduce the bulk of books one.tenth part and 
save in the item of books millions of dollars per annum. 
The English language, being an eclectic-i. ~., having chosen the strongest 
and best part of other languages-is moreover the simplest in grammatical con-
struction of any known. Pref. Grimm, the eminent G.erman philologist, re-
marks: "Although the French language has fur centuries been tbe common 
language of Europe in a diplomatic and social sense, yet it has never obtained 
a firm footing in large tracts of country beyond Europe. ' 
"On the other hand, English may be considered the language of tbe world 
out of Europe, and this idiom (by a bold mixture of Gothic and Roman 
elements and by a fusion of their grammatical forms, which thi,; rendered 
necessary) has attained an incomparable degree of fluency, and appears 
destined by nature more than any other that exists to become the world's 
language. Did not a whimsical, antiquated orthography stand in the way, the 
universality of this language would be still more eVident, and we other Euro 
peans may esteem ourselves fonunate that the English nati9n has not yet 
made this discovery." 
Then the number of Intel ,Ii gent persons that one· writes t9 isa consideration. 
As the Danish poet, Oehlenschheger, .complains tl\a.\ W~o writ,es l,ll Pa.ni~h 
writes to 200 leaders. "In Germany," says ~merson, "there is one speech for 
the learned and another for the masses, to that extent that it is said no sen-
timent or phrase from the works of any great Germ~n author i~ eve~ heam 
among the lower ,classes; but the English language IS at the same time the 
language of the noble and the serf-the rich and the poor." 
Their language seems to be drawn from the Bible, the comnnn law, and 
the works of Shakespeare" Bacon,"Miiton, Pope, Young, Cowper, .Burns, and 
Scott. The Abbe Sicard says: "Of all languages, th~ Engltsh--Is the molt 
Simple, the most rational, and the most natural in its ~onstruction. These 
peculiarities give it a philosophical character, and, as tts terms ar~ . strong, 
expressive, and' copious; no language seems better calculated to faclhtate the 
intercourse of mankind as a universal medium of communication." 
There are three or four objections urged against the phonetic movement, 
which we will consider before we close. 
The fir.t is, that if the phonetic alphabet were adopted, all, ~ooks no~ 
printed would be valucle,s and illegible. We have already antl~lpated thts 
argument by asserting that there is less difference between phonettc and Ro-
manic now than there is betw':!en the Roruanic of now and that of Spenser. 
The ~ec(lnd objection urged is tbis: . . 
Those who read now would have the trouble of learntng over agam. To 
this I reply tbat it does not take ten minutes to rt;~d the phonetic system, p~o­
posed if one can already read Romanic. It is objected that we cannot distin-
guish between such words a'i "due," de-w __ "ale,", ail;, ·~awl"" . a, " __ "bade," , 
bad, etc.; but we find no difficulty in conversattoll, III dlstmgulshlllg them ?y 
the context, and we rarely should have more difficulty in readin.: them; whtie 
another class of words such as read, present tense, and rend, past tense; row, 
and row (with an oar) will be relieved of tht:ir present a,mbiguity. . 
There is another objection brought against the phonetic ~ystem, VIZ.: That 
it would so obscure the etymologies of words a; tl) render It Imp'),slb~e to ~IS­
tinguish them from the words spelled phonetically. B~t t~e gr~at phllololPs~s 
depend upon phonetic analysis in their profound investtgahons mto the pnml-. 
tive state of a language; and the philologist knows that it would be of ex-
ceeding value to know th~t a nation used:" phonet~c alphabet; for then ?ne 
could immediately determllle the pronunCiatIOn which get.; lo.t as the nallon 
changes. - I h 
If a phone tic basis had always been used, we could tell now ,ex~ct y ow 
Shakespeare pronounced hi; hving words, or hoW' Chaucer reaa hiS Canter-
bnry Tales. 
But suppose we c, 'uld not determine the etymology as well as before. ,Are: 
we to sacnfice all bt'albY and symmetry in the language:? Are we to cons~me 
five years in the life of every youth just to make it ea.,ier fur one scholar m a 
thousand men (there ar" hardly so many as thai, even) to save him the trouble 
of consulting his copy of a dictionary? But there I '; no ba;ls of argume~t 
here for phonotypy re'tores ann reveals three anal,ugles (.f language, where It 
ob:.c~res one: Dr. Franklin, in 1768, favored the Idea of a ~holletlc alphabet, 
and answered all the objections very plainly in a lett~r to MISS Ste,ven~(In. He 
says: "The ob.ection y?U make to r.ectifyi~g our alphabet. 'that It w,llI be at-
tenned with inconventence and difficulttt:s,' IS a natural one, fur tt always 
occurs when a reformation is proposed, wht:ther in religion, governmt:nt, or 
laws, even down to ruads and wheel carriages. 
"The true question then i,; nClt, whether there will be no difficulties or incon-
veniences, but whether the difficulties will not, on the wh~.lt!, be gre~ter. than 
the inconveniences. In this case the difficultit:s are only In the l>eg~nnmg of 
the practice:; when they are once overcome, the advallt~es ~re last mg. To 
either you or me, who spell well in , the present mode, I Imagllle. the difficulty 
of ch.lnging that mode for the new tS not so great but tbat we mlght ,perfectly 
get oVer it III a week's wri l~ng. A, to Iho;~ wh.) do n >1 spell :-veil.' If the tw~_ 
difficultit:s are compared, VIZ : that of teachmg them true spelling m the pres 
ent m ,de, and that of.:e'lchm{ them the new alphabet, and the: new spelltng 
acc,)rding to it, I am confident that the laller would be fll;r the bes~. They nat-
ur lIy fall into the new method already a;; much as the Imperfectton of their 
alfJh.lbet Will admit of; thelT present bad spt:lling is only bad be('au~e con-
Irdry 10 present bad rules; under the rules it would be good .. T~e difficulty 
of learning to 'pell well in the old way is so great that few attam .It, t,housandA' 
and thuu,ands writing to old age without ever being able to acquire It." 
The origin of the present Association IS due to that respectable body, the 
American Philological Association. 
Not willing to recommend and support such swee:'ping changes as the pho-
neticians of thirty years ago recommended and supported to no p~rpose, they 
, have adopted a report setting ' forth certain slight modifications w~lch may be 
, adopted without incurring any of the objections usually made:', while they cov-
er all of the essential advantages. . 
The committee to whom was intrusted the· selection and recommendation of 
, modifications in letters and orthography comisted of Messrs. F. A. Mru:ch 
(one of the leading Anglo-Saxon scholars of the world to-day, who ~as apphed 
Bopp's method and principles to our parent tongue), W. D. Whitney (we!L 
known in both hemispheres as the great comaparative philologis~ and ~ansk~ll 
scholar), and S. S. Haldemann (long distingushed as comparallve philolOgist 
and investigator of our Indian lauguage). . 
I While in our discussions here we shall profit most by the prese~tatton of 
original systems of reaching a phonetic alphai?,et, it is clear, as a prinCiple, that 
no success will accrue to our movement until there is unity and harmony among 
I spelling reformers as to just what steps are to be taken first. There must be 
sacrifice of individual views in order to achieve one solid success. It IS very 
certain, tgo, that the first step must be a short and easy one. When we have 
succeede~ ?nce in getting a single modification aaopted, the ice is broken, and 
the r~m~tntng steps to a phonetic alphabet are easy enough. 
\Vlthm the last century: the Spanish and the Netherlanders have , a,ltered 
~hC;\~ o~orafhYl tQe fQrm~r lC:aching a phonetic basis bY,their modifications. 
:... 
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Now that our philologists have started this question, our colleges and uni-
versities will follow the lead, and it certainly will not be impossible for the 
higher instItutions of education in this country and England to modify our 
orthography within a few years. 
Notes. 
. LITERAR Y.-The "Second Harvest at Olympia," in the current number of 
the International Rroinn, writ tenby Prof. Ernst Curtius, having been spoken 
of by the press as a reprint from some for .. ign publication, the publishers of the 
Rroiew take occasion to S:lY very emphatically "that a1l the articles printed in 
the Internatio1lal Rroil!1IJ are strictly original, and are obtainerl at high prices 
from the able,t living writers."--Mes~rs. A. S. Barnes & Co., of N~w York, 
are the pubhshers of Dr. E. C. Mansfield's "Mexican War" -and " Life of Gen· 
eral Scott;" works which may be read .with gre~t profit in the presence of threat-
ening difficulties on the Texa'i frontier. These works were written imme-
diately after the Mexico- Texa1l Wc.r, and are, as it were, fresh from the field 
of action. Their great p;,pularity at the time of publication is illustrated in 
the fact that 30,00) copies of each ~ere called for. The author's reputation 
was enhanced during the Civil War by his letters to the N. Y. Times under 
the name of "Veteran Ob;erver."--"Summer Schools," in the March num-
ber of Harpers' Mag-azine, presents a New England view of this peculiar fea-
ture of our Amencan educational in;titutions. Ie was written by C. F. Thwing, 
ani is m Ide m,)re interesti n.:- by eleven i\lu,trations. He has written chiefly 
of those summer school,; which h,ave been estaolished in New England. and 
seems unaware that several have already been successfully establbhed in 
the Western States,-some by educational insti!ution' , and some by the enter-
prise of individual professors.--' lIlt Young Scimtist is the name of a new 
publication which comes from New York, monthly, at fifty cents a year. It 
bears the imprint of the Indu,trial Publication Company. It deNtes consid-
erable attention to practical science, amateur mechani~s , scientific news, etc, 
__ Messrs. Lothrop & Co. will &hortly issue "Concessions of Liberalists to 
Orthodoxy," by Daniel DJrchester, D. D. It discu;ses in an able manner the 
Divinity of Chri;t. the Atonement, and Endless Puni-bment, etc.--The 
Apnl Wide Awake will present its readers an IlIu-tr,lted Supplement of 16 ' 
pages, entitled "Tom and Others," by Mr;. Jane G. Swisshelm, being her ex-
perience with a collection of wild animals kept ilS pets. The May number will 
give a brilliant illustrated paper in its "PJets' Homes," concerning Dr. Oli-
ver Wendell Holmes, prepared by Arthur Gilman.--D. Lothrop & Co. 
have just issued a remarkable little volume-"Is there such a Place as Hell ?" 
by Rev. John A. Cass.--S. C. Griggs & Co., of this city, nave 'in press a new 
book entitled ".Betwem the Gates," by Benj. F. Taylor. author' of "Songs of 
Yesterday," "The world on Wheels," etc. It will be a 12 mo., illustrated, 
and of about 500 pages. Tlie same firm have also in preparation an entirely 
new edition from new plates of Dr. Boise's First SiX; Books of Homer's Iliad, 
with reference, to the leading grammars.--The Nnn A m~rica" A rithmetics 
have been adopted by the board of education of Philaddphia, to replace 
French's. The "New American" are enjoying an incre~sing ' popularity . __ 
Mr. 0 , C. Blackmer, Chicago, is using a1l the new letters adopted by the 
Spelhng Reform A'isociaUon in his regular edition of Little, Folks.--The 
new finn of Houghton, O,good & Co., Boston, formed by the dissolution of 
the copartnerships before existing under the names of J. R. Osgood & Co., and 
Hurd and Houghton, and their union into one in the persons of Henry O. 
Houghton, James R. O;good, and George H. Mifflin, forms one of the strong-
est of publishing firms in this country, e-pecially of popular and miscellaneous 
works. The business of manufactUling books will be conducted as heretofore 
at the Riverside Press, Cambridge, under the style of. H. O. Houghton & Co., 
and the offi;e hitherto occupied by Hurd and Houghton in New, York will be 
contmued for lh~ present by the new firm.--An articte of special interest to 
teachers is to be found in Appleton's 70u,."al for March, It is enWled "Read-
ing Aloud." Its author is Miss Kate Hillard. The article is ba~ed on Le-
gouve's "Art of Reading," which has recently attracted considerable attention 
in Paris.-- The Litaary World is a monthly publication emanatiolg from 
"the Hub," whose spedal province is the supply of critical reviews of the best 
new bJok;, with cn lice reading,; from them. Notes of all new American 
publications received at the office, with literary "note. and querie,;" and'lther 
matrer germa'le to the gem:ral purpose of the magazine. are also included. 
Tne examination of several numbers has prepossessed us very favorably. Pub· 
lished by E. H. Hames & Co., P. O. Box lIS3, B IstOll, at $1.50 per ) e~r. 
--Tlu Sunday School Times in now "head and shoulders" above any other 
publication of the kind. It is issued 'Weekly, in quarto form, sixteen large 
pages to the number. "Lesson Helps"-to aid the preparation of the "inter-
national" Sabbath-school lessons-are something marvelous. Ten or a dozen 
of the best workers in the land, including several D.D.'s and LL. D.'s~ are 
employed upon them. The longer articles, editorials, book notices, etc., are 
'also worthy of all praise. $2.15 per year. John D. Wattles, Publisher, 610 
Chestnut St. Philadelphia . 
REVIEWS. 
APPL~TON'S Hand Atlas of Ancimt Geography ill 28 Maps, on the Pilon of Appleton's Hand Atlas of Modern Geography. Edited with an intro -
duction by the Rev. George Butler. Principal of Liverpool College. (New 
York: D. Appleton & Co. Chicago: C. E. Lane, Agent, I 17 State St. )-One 
of the greatest aids to the student of history, unless he is able to travel through 
the countrie,; de 'cribed, and perhaps even if he is per.nitted 10 enjoy that priv-
ilege, is a clear and aCCllrate atlas, showing not only the political, but also the 
physical conditions of the various countries of which the history treats. The 
student of Herodotus, Xenophon, Thucydides, Tacitus, Livy, or C:esar, must 
have at hand a rdiable atlas for reference; andsc;arcely less essential is an atlas 
to the student of Homer, Demosthelles, Cicero, or Virgil. 
The design of the editor of Appleton's Hand Atla'i of Ancient Geography, 
as in case of the "Public Schools Atlas of Modern Geography," for the modern 
world, has been to present in a distinct, accurate, and simple mann~r, the phys-
ical and political featun:s of the ancient world, without unnecessary details, and 
at a price within the reach of the majority of students in the public schools and 
academies. The maps have been made with a special view to the illustration 
of classical authors , In some of these maps, details are abundant, especially 
in such as are intended to illustrate the history of several centuries. The topog-
raphy of ancient Athens is in general that given "y Kiepert ; of ancient Rome 
that of Burn in his "Rome and the Campagna." 
. We commend thi . atlas particularly to the attention of high school teachers. 
The print is remarkably clear and distinct, alld in point of accuracy it has prub-
ably no superior. The large size of the maps, and the moderate price of the , 
volume ($3.00 at retail, $2.00 to schools), are also points in its favor. 
The Origin of the World, according to Revelation and Science. By J. W. 
Dawson,LL. D., F. R. S., F. G. S. (New York: Harper & Brothers. Chicago: 
Jansen, McClurg & Go. 12 mo, cloth, pp. 438, $2.00).-The author' of this 
volume is a scholar, recogmzed as authoritative not only in natural science, but 
to an unusual degree In th~ology, on account of his earnestness, intelligence, 
and honesty in the investigation and dbcussion of religious and scientific ques-
tions. In' the question of which this volume treats, he does not undertake to 
champion either side. While enthusiastic as a scientist, he is evidently sound 
in theology. The volume is one of the most satisfactory and thoroughly in-
structive of all that have been written. on the subject. It examines With delib-
eration and minute care the Hebrew Genesis, and the unity and antiquity of 
man, and reaches conclusion, only after examining and comparing the three-
fold records of history, philology, and geology. At the close of the worlhhe 
author shows "certain manifest and remarkable correspondencies between the 
teaChings uf geology and those of revelation.'; The work show,; quite conclu-
sively that the bibhcal and geologic narrative of the creation are not materiaJIy 
at variance, and that fllrther discoveries may yet establish the entire accuracy 
of the Bible. We commend it especially to such as have entertained any douLt 
uf their entire harmony. 
----------------~ The (;o1wention and Choir. A Collection of Sacred and Secular Music fl.r 
Choirs, Conventions, Singing Schools, Musical Institutes, etc., con. isting of a 
Statement of the Principles of Music, Elementary Exercises, Glees, Quartet., 
Hymn-tunes, Chants, and Anthems. By S. W. Straub. (Chicago: Jansen, 
McClurg & C? 1877. pp. 320. Price, $I.oo).-Prof. Straub is the author of 
Good Cheer, a work designed for &inging classe., conventions, day schools, etc., 
and Crown of Glory, a new collection of Sunday School music. The Conve". 
nOli and Cnoir contains an unusual number of excellent anthems, some of a 
c.las;ical character, though none of them too difficult for the ordinarf choir. 
In this respect the work will supply the place of an anthem book. The an-
thems are of a little higher grade than those found in most works of the kind. 
Sixty pages are devoted to glees, songs, quartets, etc., a 'taluable feature of the 
bllok, as choirs are often expected to provide music for all the social and lite , 
rary meetings of the t:,hurch, ail well as for the public wl.lrSliip. 
.-A comparisoll.o.f the ~oal discovered in the far north hy the rec;:ent En-
ghsh arcllC expedition, With coal from thlTleen different seams in Great Brit-
ai", shows that the composition is very nearly the same. 
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THE STATES. 
MISSOURI.-Major Merwin has secured State Supt. R. D. Shannon as as~ociate editor of the American '.Journal oj Education. Missouri's 
educational intere,ts are" looking up," and the '.Journal is doing much to 
promote their advancement throughout all parts of the state.--Miss Cook, a 
teacher in Mi. souri, lectured her class of girls on the evils of tight lacing, and 
gave them a lesson in anatomy and physiology. The girls, at home, repeated 
purtions of the lecture to the mothers, who decided that it was improper, and 
forthwith combined against the teacher, and did not rest until she was dismissed 
from school. Miss Cook has brought suit for damages against the direc-
tors.--A petition signed by a large number of Irishmen has been presented 
to the School Board in St. LOUIS, asking that the study of German in the pub. 
lic schools be discontinued, and a provision be made fOT the teaching of French, 
Celtic, Italian, or any other language the parent of the pupil may desire. The 
movement is designed to put a stop to free teaching of German. . 
MICHIGAN.-Ferris S. Fitch, Univ. of Mich., '77, is the fourth principal 
which the Pontiac High School has had this term.-The evening- schools on the 
east side, Grand Rapids, which have been maintained successfully for ·two 'br 
three winters, closed their first month this season with an average attendance 
of about sixty. The students are principally young men and boys from stores 
and factories; and the branches pursued include little besides arithmetic, book-
keeping, and writing. Some changes have taken place in the ptrsonnd of the 
city scbools_ Miss Sara J- Pyne, for the last five years tbe successful Principal 
of Primary School NO.3, and of the Training School, was married Jan. 10, to 
D_ N. Foster, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., late editor of the Grand Rapids Post. She 
is succeeded by Mrs. Benedict, a lady from the East. Miss M. E . Allen, re-
cently Preceptress at Big Rapids, has accepted a better place in the Grand 
Rapids High SchooL Miss McArthur, .a teacher on tlte west side, has fallen 
in~o ill-healtb, is able to.attend to her duties for but half the day, and it is feared 
wtll have to resign or rest for a time.--The teachers of Grand Rapids and 
Paris townships have organized an institute for regular sessions.--The . Wo-
man's Temperance Union at Port Huron has ~tarted an evening school as a 
part o~ i!S work. Nearly one hundre,d pupils are in attendance, some of them 
over sIxty years of age.--M. J. C. Wheeler, who has been doing good work 
for the last seven years as Principal of the schools at Clayton, Lenawee Co., 
has resigned, and very properly too, since he was not sustaIned by the school 
board in his attempt to diScipline a young black-guard in his school for using 
filthy language, and putting obscene pictures on the black-board.--A teacher 
na~ed Howard-one-armed, but of large, strong frame-near Fremont Center, 
Newaygo Co., suddenly became insane in his school·room on the 17th ult., it 
is supposed through religious excitement, and began demolishing furniture, and 
handling the children roughly, thro\Vin~ several of them out of the windows 
and injuring them severely. He was promptly secured, and soon became a rav. 
ing maniac.--A citizeu of Kalamazoo lately received a letter from the north 
of the state, dilected to him at " ~alemaso." and signed by a (township) •• Su-
perintendent of Skools I" Anotherargument for a better superintendency.--
The village of Banks is to have a fine $8,000 school-house, and Essexville a 
$5,000 one during this year.--It is announced that State Supt. Tarbell expects 
to hold about sixty county institutes this year, under the new law. The first 
for Lenawee county is to be convened at Adrian during the week beginning 
April I, in connection with the regular meeting of the County Teacher~' Assq-
ciation.--Prof. C_ K. Adams, of the University, is delivering a course of his-
tori cal lectures, six in number, in Yp,ilanti, fur the joint benefit of the Ladies' 
Library Association, and the Normal Lyceum. .The first was pronounced on 
the evening of the 8th in>t., and had for Its topic, " The England of To-day." 
--Prof. Ford., of · the UDlversity, has ready a new book of" Questions on 
Anatomy, Histology, and Physiology, for the use of Students." --Mr. E. C. 
Fox, of Portland, has been appointed Secretary of the Agricultural College. vict . 
Rev. R_ E . Baird, who has served very acceptably for several yean;.--Kala. 
mazoo College is peculiarly unfortunate in the loss of gifts bequeathed to it. 
Some years ago, a handsome sum left it by Judge Perrin M. Smith, of Center-
vi lle, was lost on account of some technical failure in his will. Within the 
last y"ar, a considerable amount bequeathed to it by an Allegan lady has been 
contested in the courts, and bids fair also to be lost. And now..the will of the late 
Mrs. Whitney Denike, of Ypsilanti. in which was comprISed a legacy of $7,000 to 
$8,000 to the College and a Baptist Missionary Society, has been refuse~ ad-
mission to probate, on account of its being made prior to the maker's marriage. 
--Mrs. Nettie Dennis Allen, formerly the much esteemed Preceptrc:s, of Ol-
ivet College, and now wife of a Congregational pastor at Alpena, has recently 
betOme insane, from the excitement o'f mind cau,ed in he(sell and husband, by 
the outrageous condurt of a female "evangelist" from Illinois, who wrote I~t­
ters charl(ing them with hypocrisy, hindering religious work, etc. Sbe \\ III 
probably recovc:r, although the danger of utter physical and mental wreck has 
been imminent. 
MINNESOTA.-At the late meeting of the Regents of the State Univer-
, ity, in response to a communication from Dr. C. N. Hewitt, secre~ary of th.e 
state board of health and · non-resident professor of public health In the Um-
ver>ity, the board resolved to authorize Dr. Hewitt to make or c~use to be 
made such periodical physical examinations and record, as would lllsure the 
pre,ervation of the complete physical hi,tory of the student body, through 
their whole uDlversity Iif.!. The resolutions contained a proviso, that no stu-
dent should be subjc:cted to the examinativn against his will. Action ~as 
also tak en at this metting which is of much importance to the pubhc hIgh 
schools of the state.--It is generally stated by the press that after June lJext 
no more preparatory work will be done by the University, but this I' an errOr, 
as the resolutIon introduced by Regent Hurt, lind adopted by the Board, pro-
vides that such instruction shall be discontinued "from and after the close 
of the university year, 1878-79, provided the legislature shall in the mean-
time have provided for the suitable preparation elsewhere of students .to enter 
the freshman clas~." The following resolution relating to th.e geologl~al sur-
vey of the state was also adopted. "Rtsolvtd. That the executIve commllt, e be 
authorized and empowed to employ such additional f"rce as they may deem 
necessary to continue and complete at the euliest practicahle momen.1 the 
state geological survey, and that such , urvey be pro,ecutcd for the pre, ent III the 
north eastern mineral portions of the state". -" A Mlllneapolis boywas ' ''lOt by 
his teacher, a woman, to the supt!rintendent to bt! whIpped. 1 he lad su, 
pected the contents <If the note and hirc:d a boy he met on th~ street to "ehv~r 
it, giving him ten;cents. The superintendent dIdn't d,scover \1.11 alt"r the casu 
gati<>n was over tha,t the b"y he had flogged had not seen the InSide of a s~h.uol 
house for a month."-N. Y Sun. --Newspapt!rs report the sch.;o.s of Millt! 
du Lacs county generally closed, on account of the prevalence of scarlet fever. 
--An examination fur the appointment of a W"st Point cadet for the fir>t con-
gre.;sionaf district will be held at the Mmnesota A<;a?emy ~n C?~atonna, com~ 
mencing at IO A. M., on Tuesday, M .rch 19.-The Jomt Assocl~l1on of Met'kel. 
and K andiyohi Co., passed a resolulion, last D~cember, endorsmg .t~e plan ~l 
report111g results of school-vi;tation by county superintendents.--l he pub.lc 
school at Pilot Grove we are informed, has been closed, on account of the 111-
suburdinatlOn of som~ of the large boys and gIrlS, the boys particularly. i\'lr:-
Schow the teacher, instead of promp Iy thra-hing each scholar, ev"n If It was follow~d by a first c1asi funeral, suffered him,df to be intimidated Ly Ihe 
bravado of cowards, and failing to govern his . chool, refused longer to teach. 
Mr. Schow is a good teacher, and, if the above facts, as repr~ented t? us, ale 
true, it is a disgrace to the neighborhood that he was not sustaIned 111 hiS dr~rts 
to give the district a good schooL We advise the board to engage the serVIces 
of some athlete to clean out the bullies that now disgrace their school. 
MAINE.-The condition of the Agricultural College at Orono is in ~ost re-
spects exceedill)!ly gratifying. Gov. Conuor in his message to the Legislature 
says it is doing as good service to the state as the facilities at it- command en-
able it to do. While a Similar institution in the neighboring state of New 
Hampshire languishes, with barely sufficient strength to retain its hold on 'exls-
tence, and with ~carce half a dozen students within its walis, the Orono Colkge 
is st~ong and vigorous. One hundred and eighteen young men at the prt!st'llt 
time are enjoying the instruction of its able corps of professors. The college 
terms have been reduced from three to two, and a revision of the course of study 
has been made during the past year, and the results are very satisfactory. During 
the last year fifty-eight students were admitted, which is a larger number than . 
for any previous year. During the past year, 1,007 volume. and 53 pamphlets 
have been added to the library. The whole number of books in the library at 
the present time is 3,648, and 636 pamphlets. The receipts from the . farm 
house have been $3,274.77; expendttules, $4,473 .60 ; excess of expendttu.rcs 
over receipts, $1,198.83. The college farm contains 370 acres of land of hIgh 
natural productiveness, and of great diversity of soil, and is tnerefore well ad. 
apted to the experimental purposes of the institution. It is the design of the 
Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts to gIve the you.ng 
men of the state who may de>ire it, at a moderate cost, the advantage 01 a 
thorough, liberal, and practical education. It proposes to do this by means uf 
the most approved mel hods of instruction, by giving to every young man whu 
pursue~ the course of study an opportunity practically to apply the lesson he 
learns ID the class-room, and by furnishing;him faCilities for defraying a part uf 
his expenses by his own labor. Candidates for admis, ion to the Freshman 
class must be not le-s than fifteen years of age, and must pass a satisfactory ex-
ami~ation in arithmetic, geography, Engltsh grammar (especial attention should 
be given to orthography, pUllctuation, and capitals), history of the United States, 
algt!br~ as far as quadratic equations, and five books in geometry. Tuition is 
free to students residing withm the ,tate. Those from other st~tes are charged 
$12 per term . . Rooms are free. All bedding and furniturt! must be supplied 
by the students, who .vill also turnish their own li"hts. Board, washing, and 
fuel is . furnis~ed a~ cost. The price of board is tw~ dollars and sixty cents per 
week; washmg, sIxty cents per dozen. The terms are so arranged that the 
long vacation occurs m the winter, so that students may have an opportunity to 
teach during the term. 
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OHIO.-The following stirring memonal is now being circulated in Ohio by 
Prof. Ogden, of Worthington, who has taken the field in behalf 01 a State Nor· 
mal School, and of that class of educational literature represented by THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, the 0","0 Monthly, and Nnn England 70urlZal. 
" To th~ Honorab/~ the Gemral Asswlbly of th~ State of Ohio: 
" GENTLEMI!N: Believing that normal schools, for the professional training 
of teachers, are an acknowledgt!d necessity in any well.regulated system of ed· 
ucation, your meml'rialists beg leave to represent: 
"1. That OhIo has fallen far behind m·)st other states in her provision for 
such training, thereby incurring their just reproach, and imperiling her high 
standing, educationally: 
.. II. That at least two· fifths of her children, now attending public schools, 
are in the hands of persons (many of them mere boys and girls) who have 
never given a serious thought to the science of education as related to other 
sciences, or to the art of teachtng a<; related to the actual management of schools: 
"III. That we belt eve the money now paid for institute work-an,ounting, 
a<; it does, to nearly $20,000 per annum-would be more profitably expended 
in the employment, by the state, of a regnlar Board of In-Wute Managers, of 
unquestioned ability, whose dllty' it s~ould be t? visit all the ~oumi~s in t.he 
state, at least once a year, to systematIze and umfy the tnstructlOn tn these tn· 
stitute_-laboring with their own hanos : 
.. IV. And that, in addition to this, a First Class Stat~ Normal School shr.uld 
be established at some central point in the state, being thoroughly equipped, 
with all the educational appliances of the age; representing, in It> dep Lrtment· 
al organization, all the grades of school comemplated in ou~ national system; 
employing in its appointm~nts the be.st educatIOnal talent tn the state; thus 
constituting a seat of profeSSIOnal learnmg, wher~ .teachers from all par.ts of the 
country may resort, and ~nj " y the best oppor!umtzes, not. only for studymg edu-
cational science and systems, but for pracllcmg, under circumstances the most 
favorable, the best mdhods of organizing, teaching, and managing schools of 
the various grad~s ; therefure, your Memurialists respectfully ask that such legisl 
ative action be taken by your honorable body, as shall secure the immediate ap-
piontment of such a Board of Institute Cum missioners ; and further, that such 
"t~ps shall be taken as shall secure the establishment, at no distant day, of such 
a Nurmal Sehoul as contemplated in the foregoing, one that shall r~flect honor 
and renown upon our state and nation. All of which is respectfully submiaed." 
INDlANA.-SUpl. R. G. Boone, of Frankfort, writes: "Our school has enrolled 
530 has nine1eachers, all enjoy reading THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY ."--For sev~ral months past Superintendent Smart, of the Department of Public In-
struction, has been engaged upon a task of great public im!lortance, requiring 
the exercise of considerablt! care and good judgment, !Lamely, the codifi-
cation of the laws afft!cting the common school system in this state. He has 
undertakel~ this duty in compliance with a resolution of the last General As-
sembly. The necessity for suc~ a thorou~h ov<;rhauling of these laws as s~all 
. clear up many points upon whlc~ ther~ . IS a very Im~~rrect und~r"tandlng 
among school trustees and others ~s very generally recogmzed, and Will be more 
apparent when it is known that slllce the passage of the general act 111 1865, 
there have been adopte,l in the Legislature twenty-seven amendments, 
twenty-two new acts, and seven supplementary sections. Many of these new 
provisions have become law in such a shave as to conflict with previous 
statutes and necesiarily there have been in consequence grave misunderstand-
in..,; and complications in the administration of the law in all parts of the state. 
The d"partment has been in constant rec~ipt of scores of le~ters asking ques· 
tions as to the right cours~ to be pursu~d m matters as to which the la~ oug~t 
to be very plain and unmistakable. 1 he ",:ork. undertaken. ?y Mr. Smart IS 
that of dissecting thi! laws; rt!adlng and revle.wmg and re~ntmg the~, 111 the 
light of deciSIOns by the courts and t~e department <;>f. pubhc lIIstructlon; and 
in fact compiling a new law embraCing every prOVISIOn on the statute book, 
' couch~d as far as praclicable, in such languige as will be easy to understand 
and difficult to misunder;tand. When the codification is complete, report will 
be made to the next meetlllg of thl\ legislature. As thIS does not take place 
until 1879, it is probabl.: that the result of Professor Smart's inquiries may...b.e 
published in convenient reference form for the use of school tru,tees, pnncl-
pals, teachers, and ulher county and city authorities interested in the adminis-
tration of the common school laws. 
WISCONSIN.-Carl Drerflinger, of Milwaukee, has been' nominated by 
Governor Smith as Regent of the 1\ ormal Schools, 'Vice Knreppen re-
signed. Hiram Smith, of Sheboygan Falls, has also heen appointed Re-
gent of theUniversi'Y, vice Co~rad Kretz, whose term . had expired.--
Many cities in the state are adopling the school books published by Van Ant-
werp, Bragg & Co., and purchasing them directly from the publi~hers, at :'- cost 
of a little more than half (to the purchaser) what has been preVIOusly paid for 
such books. We have noted such action at Portage and Fond du Lac this 
winter. At the furmer place it is estimated that at least one dollar will be 
saved fur every child en roiled in the schools, or $1,000 a year. The contract 
with the pubhshers is for a periud of five years. The prices quoted for the 
'"Eclectic Series" are as follows: H:lrvey's Primary Speller, $ .12Yz; Harvey's 
1st Read~r, $.12Yz; Harvey's 2d Reader, $.25; Harvey's 3d R.:ader, $.33; 
Harvey's 4th Reader, $ 41; Harvey's 5th Reader, $.63; Harvey'. Language 
Le.sons, $.18; Harvey's Elementary Grammar,$.28; Harvey's Enghsh Gram-
mar, $.54; White's Primary Arithmetic, $.18; White's Intermediate Arithme-
tic, $.29; White's Complete Arithmetic, $54; Eclectic Geography No. I., $.45; 
Edectic Geography No.2, $.90; Venable's United States History, "70; 
Brown's Physiolugy, $ 84; Andrews' Constitution, $.90; Schuyler's Algebra, 
$.90; Schuyler'.s Geom<:try, $.90; Bartholemew's L,.tin Grammar, $.90; Bar· 
tholemew's Latin Gradual, $.80; Bartholemew's Cresar, $.90; Norton's Phys-
ics, $.67; Eclectic Elementary Copy Book, $.07 ; Eclectic Copy Books, $.10; 
White's Graded School Register, $.75. 
NEW YORK.-Christopher G. Fox has entered upon his duties as superin-
tendent of the public schools of Buffalo.--The Legislature, in joint session, 
elected Leslie W. Russell and Whitelaw Reid Regents of the University.--
Professor Peck of the Homer Academy has been fined $250 for severely 
whipping a pupil. The jury at one time stood six in favor of making the 
amount $I,ooo.--A school teacher in the Logtown District, near Port Jervis, 
caught one of the boy. playing with a base-ball during school hours. Con-
fiscation of such playthings had frequently I.>een threatened, and accordingly 
th~ ball was snatched from the boy's hand and thrown into the stove. Last 
week the same boy attempted to toss another ball in the air during school hours, 
and the teacher promptly seized it and opened the stove door. Something in 
the urchin's manner aroused the su>picions of the pedagogue, and, after a mo-
ment's hesitation, he closed the stove· door and laid the ball on his desk. After 
the close of the ses<;ion he tlissected the ball, and found underneath the cover 
a tin b?x filled with gunpowder.--The Utica H~rald makes the point that 
the est~mated cost of the new Capitol at Albany is double the original cost of 
the ~ne Canal, and adds that sometimes comparisons of this kind help to de-
termllle whelher or not a proposed expenditure is worth while.--In N. Y. 
City the Clerk of the board of education receive. a salary of $5,000; the Aud-
itor $<;,000; Superintendent of schools, $5,500, Superintendent of Primary 
Instruction, $4,500; The same person as teacher in Normal College, $700; 
President of Normal College, $S,5OO; The same person as teacher on Satur-
days, $950; President City College, $5 ,750; Professor City College, $4,75°.; 
Teacht!r Normal College, $700; Secretary City College, $500; House rent 
r-aid Prest. City College, $3,000; total, $41,850, or an average of $6,000. A 
tax· payer calls atterition to these facts in the Sun. . 
ILLINOIS.-Prof. White has sent the following request to principals and su-
perintendents : . 
PEO~IA, ILL., FEBRUARY 13, 1878. 
Dear Sir: Will yourlease advise the Committee on Competitive Examination. at as early 
a day as practicable, 0 the number of questions needed in each study, for the exammatil)n 
of the primary and grammar departments ofthe graded schools under your charge? also for 
the examination of high schools of the higher grade! Any high schools may take part in 
the examination if they desire. The examination will take place March 21--22. Ques-
tions for the examination of ungraded schools have been supplied, on their application, to 
the supermtendents of 27 counties, and ov:r 70 high schools in towns of less than eight 
thousand inhabitants have been suppled in the same manner. 
Respectfully. etc., 
S. H. WHITB, C;'airma1J Committee. 
The Executive Committee of the State Society of School Principals met at 
Mendota:, February n. The meeting will be held July 1-2-3. The place of 
meeting and the programme will be made public in a short time.--Prof. D. 
S. Jordan, of Butler University, at Indianapolis, spent several days of the past 
week at the State Laboratory of Natural History in the Normal building, study-
ing the fishes of the state as represented in the laboratory collections. A new 
genus and several new species of 'fishes were found among the summer's collec-
tions in southern Illinois and a number of other forms hitherto supposed-·to be 
strictly southern. The results are to be published in the form of a list of the 
fishes of the state in the forthcoming bulletin of the laboratory. Prof. Jordan 
is well known in the schools as the author of a Manual of Vertebrate Zoology 
now coming into general use. 
ALASKA.-A dispatch from Washington conveys the following mformation 
with respect to education in Alaska. The Rev. Sheldon Jac~son, D. D., 
who, under the direction of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions, has 
charge of the Indian schools of that denomination among the Pueblos, Nava-
jo;, and other Western tribes, is in V't'ashington to look after their interests 
and also those of the aborigines, of Alaska, for whose benefit two schools hav~ 
already been opened by the Board. Dr. Jackson visited Alaska last summer 
to inform himself by personal observation, respecting the condition and dispo~ 
sition of the people. He found no such schools but all the people evinced 
an ardent desire for them. The school he established at Fort Wrangell last 
August has now an average attendance of sixty or seventy, mainly adults, who 
belong to" a number of different tribes. Some of them, among whom is a chief 
of one tribe, came from a distance of several hundred miles to attend school. 
WhIle Dr. Jackson was at Wrangell the natives subscribed about $1 00 toward 
building a church and school· house. A school has been begun at Sitka, and 
one is about being opened at SI. Paul. Two others will be started at different 
places in a short time. Others still are needed. Everywhere the natives man-
Ifest a strong desire for educational privileges of which they have been hither-
to deprived. ~ 
COLORADO.-J. B. Grosbeck, superintendent of schools in Boulder county 
reports 40 school districts, the total enumeration for the year being 2,273 be~ 
tween the ages of 6 and 2I.--Miss Mary Rippon, whc. has recently entered 
upon her duties as instructor in the French and German languages at the State 
University, is a graduate of the High School D.:pnrtment of the Illinois Not-
mal University. After graduation she spent t .... o years in Frence, two in Ger-
many, ~d one in Switzerland. At the time of her appointment to the position 
she now occupies she was engaged as teacher in the Detroit High School. 
The Bould~r Nnns speaks in high praise of the enthusiastic and thorough . 
work which is being done by the President and faculty of the University. 
--The teachers' association which' as~embled at Denver early in January 
strongly endorsed the State Universty at Boulder, and "resolved" to advise 
students to seek a higher education th"re instead of at foreign colleges. 
CALIFORNIA.-By order of the new Superintend~nt, " oral instruction" has 
been discontinued in the San Francisco schools. ThiS includes the study of 
elementary physics and physiology in the thre~ hlbher grades of the grammaT 
course. 
VEIlMONT.-A Roman Catholic college is about to be founded at St: Johns-
bury. · ~ 
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Practical Hints and Exercises. 
SKETCHES OF LESSO NS IN PRIMARY READING. - FIRST YEAR. 
Miss ISABEL LAWRENCE, State Normal School, Whitewater, Wi,;. 
THE children are gradually taught one sound for each of the following characters: a,~, i, 0, and u (short sound), b, c (hard sound), d, f, g, 
.It,j, k, I, til, n, p, r, s (hard sound), t, v, w, x, y, z, ng , cit (sound as in 
chin ), sit (a, in sltoPl, t4 (as in tltis ). 014 and ow (a..; III lO!I"), oy and oi (as ill 
boy ). Each letter or combination must uniformly represent the sound inen-
tioned above, and no other. A sufficiently large list of words, capable of be-
ing analyzed ill this way, may bl! selecte~ from any primer or first reader. 
Cit. are taught a new soun·1 a 'ld char,lcter, by analyzing a word containing 
it, as in Sketch VI. 
New words should be c m,tantly given. They may he selected from the 
book which 'they will subsequl!ntly rea L If the words are incapable of anal· 
ysi< into the above sounds, they must be taught by 'the word or sent ence 
mt:thod. If the children are familiar with thl! sounds composing them they 
may he given as in the following sketch. 
SKETCII VII . 
Tr. reviews 'sounds of s, p, t, 0, and others. 
Point.-To lead cit. to find out the word stop, by the phonic method. 
Mdltod.-Tr. prinls p on the board. Cit. give the sound. 1'r. prints 0 before 
it, points to one and then the other, cit . giving the sounds nearer and nearer 
together, till they are united,-op Cit . are drilled on thi , part of the word. 
Tr. prints t before op. Ciz. give sou·\d of t, then the united sound of 0 and p. 
They say the sounds as near lO~ether as they can. 
Tr. "What word do you hear?" Cit. "Top." 
Drill upon this word. Ciz. print it without seeing it, etc. 
Tr. prints letter s before top. Ch . unite this sound witli word fo} , and read· 
i1y get the word Stl>jJ ; 
Drill lIntil cit . are able to spell the word by sound and to print it from dic· 
tation . 
At first, It requires skill and patience to teach the children to unite the 
sounds. Soon they become expert. Then, lhe new word may be printed in 
the uSllal way, clz . giving sound,; as the tr. proceeds. When he finishes, he 
will find every hand raised, each child eager to tell the word. The enthusi· 
asm and delight of the children · at finding themselves ahle to discover new 
words, without help, is boundless. Word after word may be thoroughly 
learned in one lesson, by this method, because the children's interest seems 
scarcely ever to flag 
CHAPTERS IN SCHOOL ECONOMY. 
V.-QRGANIZATION. 
BY THE EDITOR. 
AsSIGNING LESSONS. The classification of the school having been ·efft:cted hy methods heretofore sugge~ted, the assignment of lessons will 
ne~t be in order. In the discharge of this duty much care and good judg. 
ment will be necessary. Young and inexperienced teachers are especially lia. 
ble to err here. Hence, they should strive to study tlt~ capabilities oj tlt~ir 
- pupils, m~asur~ th~ diiJicuities to b~ mcount~r~d in ~aclz I~sson, and layout the 
work after a careful consideration of these two elements of the problem. The 
judicious teacher will also reflect upon tlt~ number oj I~ssons to he mastered by 
each class, and the time necessary to their thorough preparation. It is fa 
better that the wo~k assigned be clearly within than beyond the powers of the 
pupils. It is better that whatever is undertaken' should be well done. The 
quality rather than the quantity is the supreme consideration. The habits 
formed rather than the facts accumulated at this stage of the work are of the 
greatest importance. In the assignment of lessons, allowance must be made 
for interruptions likely to occur in the form of general exercises, and other 
unavoidable c,wse;. There is scarcely any duty demanded of a teacher that 
requires more prudent forethought than this. 
18. Programm~ oj Daily Ex~rcius. Order and system may be said to con. 
stitute a 'law of intellectual an-t moral as weli a!! of material progress. They 
. should therefore be made a Itabit of the mind and of the daily life. ' Without 
the practice of this law in human conduct there can be no real success in the 
management of affairs. The mind that acts without method must act without 
achieving worthy results. ' As " the mind makes the man," if iliat be in di~. 
order, all that proceeds from. it must be confused, profitless, and unsatisfactory. 
As education is to form the mind, education must be conducted in aq orderly , 
manner. As school exercises of every kind are designed to discipline and ed· 
ucate, it follows that they should be conducted according to a clearly' defined-
system. The necessity of scho<)1 programmes is b.lSed upon the se cOllsidera-
tions. They are not mere conveniences. They are indispensable to an orderly 
evolution of the human faculties so far as that work is to be accomplished by 
the processes of the school. A school devoid of system in general manage. 
ment and in detail is more of a curse than a blessing. The importance or 
wisely constructed and efficiently executed programmes can not be easily over-
' estimated. No school "Can affJrd" to dispen,e wIth their aid. 
19. Ilints to lu obuT1J~d in making a Program",~. I. See that there is a 
time provided for each duty and that each duty is limited to its time. 2. Care· 
fully survey the entire field of operations and strive to embrace your school 
work within the provisions of the programme. 3. Bring the study hours as 
well as the recitatIons of each and every class within the arrangements of tlie 
programme and define each with precision. 4. Clearly mark out your plan of: 
work and give to each duty its full share of attention . 5. Remember that pu-
pils in the lower or primary .grades require less time but greater frequency in 
class exercises than th )se more advanced. 6. Let the recitations of the lower 
classes, as a general rule, occur in the earlier part of the daily sessions and 
i~mediately after the recesses. 7. ReCitatIOns in some branches, as reading 
and spelling, may be made shorter, if time be limited, than others requiring 
more elaborate illustration, as geoj!raphy, grammar, or aritbmetic. 8. In large 
schools where the studies are numerou;, c1a<;ses in s lme of the more advanced . 
studies mal be heard only on alternate days. Two or three recitations a week 
thoroughly conducted will be more valuable to a c1as, than five or six that 
must be hurried for the lack of time. Let us emph:lsize the imj:ortance . 
pruedbing tlu study hours of melt class and of holding each pupil to their faith • . 
ful observance. This plan will not only promote orderly habits, but will giVe 
efficient aid in the discipline of the school by providing constant and useful 
occupation to the pupils throughout the entiro: session. By this arrangement the 
t~acher is enabled with very little difficulty to supervise the study hours of tlie 
children while conducting the c1 as<; exercise,. The be;t method of preventing 
disorderly practices in a school is to provide for and enforce those of a useful and 
industrial character. Indirect 11lea,ures for preventing idleness and mischief are 
far preferable to those de;igne,j to suppre.;s such irregularities when once 
allowed to arise. Make a complete programme of your daily work and then 
faithf~l1y adhere to it. Much time and study may be necessary to perfect it, 
but when once accomplished it will prove to be boti!.. time and labor saved to 
. all concerned in the operations of the school. As an illustration of wh\lt ought 
to be done, reference is-made to the programme presented in number 42 of the 
WEEKLY and in number I of the PRACTICAL T EACHER. 
TARDINESS. 
IN conversations with teachers, I am often asked how tardiness may be pre· vented. I believe it impossible entirely to prevent it, but the duty of fig~t­
ing so troublesome a trait certainly belongs to the teacher. In the country 
schools, where times must necessarily differ, and the home. are too remote fot 
the suund of a bell to reach them-if there is any bell-it is a more difficult 
matter to secure prompt ~ttendance than in the town. 
Teachers have tried with excellent ~uccess reading continuoubly an enter-
taimng book a quarter of an hour before school time in the morning. They 
have found other things in the attractive way also potent, such as singing, etc· 
But,like aU;wrong tendencies to be overcome, it is hetter that pupils be earnestly 
taught the neces~ity of forming the best habits in the school·room. It is wise 
that they be led to feel that tardiness is ,. serious draw·back to success in ev!!J'y-
thing, and that they can correct it in themselves if they try with enough will 
and persist for a long enough time. We should teach those apt to be tardy to 
look into the reasons for the fault, and afterward to bend every effort against 
whatever has been in the way. 
The clock has been allowed to run down or is known to lose time. 
The b;eakfast was late. 
The wood and kindling were not dried the day preceding and the .fire 
would n't burn. 
Too short a time was allowed for making preparations for school. 
Too little time was left In which to reach the school.room • 
Books, pencils, paper, etc., were not in their places, and time was consum.ed 
in gathering them together. 
If the pupil has the right spirit about his faults, he will be anxious to correct 
them and will be willing to puniSh himself in some way, so as to be less apt to 
fall again into the same error. Perhaps the school will vote that every tardy 
one shall record his name and the numQer of minu\es late in a certain resewed 
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place on the board, the list to be copied in a book of records at the close of 
the day. 
One very successful teacher required the pupils who came after time to state 
verbally to the 'school his excuse, as they were disturbed by the arrival of any ' 
one out of time. 
The keeping of a faithful record is a great help to securing promptness, pro· 
vided any us~ i:; subsequently m:lde of the same. Monthly reports of deport-
ment, recitations, tardiness, etc., sent home to the parents, occasionally serve 
to correct faults at home as well as in school. 
The summing up of term records, and publication in the town paper of a 
list of such names as have a clean page for the entire time, is another valuable 
aid. A roll of honor made up of such name:;, framed and hung in the school-
room, is also helpful. 
'Where tardiness is a chronic d:sease, and prevails in a sch .. ol to an alarming 
extent, it may be best to use as severe a remedy as locking the doors for a time. 
This, however, is apt to bring tremble, and i:; only advisa"le when deemed best 
by tlte acting school bOJ.rd. 
In thiS matter teachers have an excellent opportunity to teach strict ju, tice 
and rertitude. We are sorry to be compelled to. adillit, however, that not a 
jew teachers are habitually careles'l, and occasionally dishonorable, about their 
report. To explain : Hero! are several departments under one supervision, all 
dir"cted to mark as tardy those not in their seats at the beginning of roll · call. 
On" or two .ee a few petted pupils hurrying over the school grounds, and so 
delay roll-c .1 l1 a few minutes. Acc(.nlmg to other regulations, the ka~her 
marks herself tarely at the close of the ringing of the first bell, and her pupils 
at the clo;e of th" second bdl. The S1rictly hOll"st ones scrupulously perform 
ihdr duty, even to their own discredit; and their writt~n reports at the term's 
end compare most unfavorably with those of the less conscientious. 
When parents are evidently to hlame for their children's tardin~ss , a visit to 
the home, and a I.mg talk about the annoyance and its cure alm.)st always 
bring a reformati"n. 
There are sch·lOls in which thi, subject is made tou much of a hobby, where 
this fault is placeJ several degr~es beyund absolute wrong doing. Pupils of such 
schools will pref~r to forge excu,es from p.nents, or turn back from the school 
door, losing a half-day of cl!L;s-drill, and walking a long distance, rather th.m 
mel!t the severity of the teacher. K . B. F. 
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
r[HE following are some of the questions which were used in the Compet. 
ilive State Examination which was held in Illinois Feh. 13. 1878. 
UNGRADED SCHOOLS. 
COMMON THI NGS. 
Tim!, 40 Minutes. 
1. What is a section of land? Give its size and shape? 
2. Wh.J is governur of I1illluis? Pre,idl!llt ul the United S!ates? 
3. What do yun me .• n hy the state leg,slaturl!? Nolme the hranlhes of which 
it consists. . 
4. Which b heavier, a pint of tallow, or a pint of water? A surface fuur 
fel!t square equolls .huw many surfac~s two fl!et square? 
5. What is a mIlk tooth? Dues 11 eVl!r have a root? 
6. Name s"m" cloven-looted animals. Nam" an ~lIlimal which chews the 
cud. 
7. Which is the larger, the sun, or the moon? Which is farther away? 
8 . Name three forms in which water exists. 
9. Does th~ sun move around the earth, or the earth around the ,un? Name 
the autumn months. . 
10. Frum what animal is veal obtained? From what grain is humi ,IY mad,,? 
I.ETTER WRITING. 
Time, I Hour. 
Write a letter of not less tholn ten lines, exclusive of date, addro!s~, and sig-
nature, about Chrtstmas. tdLng huw yuu spent the last one, or what pres"uts y. ,u 
receiv~d; or, you may tell any fact you hav" learnl!d during the: past wl!ek, 
either frum your school-books or elsewhere. 
SPELLING. 
Time, 15 Minutes. 
See UDi~ctlons to Teachers ." 
I. Pleurisy. 6. Ghastly. 
2. Ascendant. 7. Victuals. 
3. Fertility. 8 Mattress. 
4· Wrinkle. 9. Receptacle. 
5. Knuckle. 10. ' Charade. 
In guing to sea, the ship sailed straiEilt through the strait of Gibraltar. The 
caplain saId to the fIIate, "D;) you see that porpoise'" Tht;y cast ant·hor. Fuur 
sailors started in purJUil and captured the prey. 
ARITHMETIC. 
Time, 2 Hours. 
... Leave the work orall problems on the paper. Do not wrIte the answers simply. 
I. What number must be divided by .one·half of go to produce three-fourths 
of 228 ? 
2. What is the use of the cipher in writing numbers? 
3. What does th" product of all the common prime factors of two or more 
numbers produce? 
4. If two men are 50 miles apart and travel toward each other, one going 
3} mil~s per hour, and the other 3t miles per hour, in what time WIll they 
meet? What part of the distance will the first one travel? 
5. Multiply seventy-eight It-n thousandths by five hundredths; divide the 
product by thirt<en thousandths, and reduce the quotient to a commun frac-
lion in its lowest terms. 
6. What will be the cost, at $6.50 per cord, of a load of wood consisting 
of two lengths of four lel!t each, the load being 2ft. 9 inches wide, and 3 ft . high? 
7. If a man uses a pound of f"rtilizers on a piece of ground two lards square, 
how much will be u.ed for ~- of an acre? 
8. Five c"nts per ~ay is the interest on what sum at 7 per cent .per annum? 
9. Write a promisory note, observmg the folluwmg directions: date, to-day; 
face, one hundred and fifty dollars; maker, John J 'nes ; payee, George Green; 
make it negotiable, drawing 10 per cent intt:re't, and payable in six months. 
10 If a man's property is as,essed at $5,125, auc\ IIi, state tax is five cents 
on a thousand dullars, his county tax one-half Cellt on a dollar, his school 
tax thn:e mills on a dollar, ahd his poll tax threl! dullars, what is his whole 
tax? 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN TOWNS OF LESS TdAN 8000 INHABITANTS. 
- PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 
. Time. 90 Minutes. 
I. What is the difference between the equatorial and polar diameters of the 
earth? What is the common explanatiun? 
2. Tu what is the term rock applied? What is the difference between ig-
neous and aqueo'us ruck? To which of the two does common sand-stone be-
long ? When ar" rocks strallfied? What are fossils? 
3 Speak bndly of the plain, of Sou:h Am~rica. 
4. Cumpar" L .brador with England in respect to latitude and climate; ex-
plain dIfference of chmate. . 
5. Since the earth is nearer the sun in winter than in summc::r, why is not 
thl! climate of lllinois warmer in wimer than in summer? 
6. Explain the formatLJI1 of d"w. 
7. Explain why the mercury in the barometer stands high in fair weather, 
and lower 011 th" approach of a storm. . 
8. How are hall-slones f"rllled? 
9. Explain th~ existence of granite bowlders ov.ir thi: northern parts of this 
state. 
10. Locate the plincipal d"posit-; of coal, tron, sa!t, gold, and copper, in the 
Unitl!d State-. Whem:e do we obtain tin? 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
Time, 90 Minutes. 
I. What is digestion? 
2 . How does the nutritious portion of the food find its way into the blood? 
3. What i, the office of the veins? Of the arteries? What IS the diff~renfe 
in thdr appearance? 
4. Loc~te each of the following parts of the body and tell what it is: hu-
meru,; pharynx; duod~num; aona; esophagu;. 
5. What change does the air undergo in the lungs? 
6. D escribe Ihl! structure of the eye by which the amount of light is regu-
lated. 
7. Name the p:!rts uf the cerebro.spinal system. What is its office? 
8. What changt'S take pl~ce III the bones as a person grows older? 
9 W~at is the cuticle or scarf-.kin? Its office? 
10. Where are the maxillary glands? What is their office? 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
To CORRBSPONDENTS.-Make your answers as brief as possibte and not sacrifice ctearness. 
Never send an answer or a question on a postal card. Ne.ver make any cancellation marks 
In your sol~tions. A iwa~s y,vis, rOilY ."swe,.lu/oy, s,,,dillK:, to see that it is perfectly clear 
and contams no errors. The shortest !\nd best answers will be published in preference to 
~thers. When it is pos~iblet send your own an!iOwer when you send the queifi' Make as 
Ifshecljj-r."t'h:e:S !~:k~b:f 'no ~~~e~i',r r~~el~:ide of the paper. Questions wi I be repub-
No answers have been received to the following queries, viz.: Nos. 2, II, 13. 14,21,24, l5, 28, 29, 31• 32, 37. 
The tollowing are among the best of the an~wer;; now on hand. We have 
answers also for N,)s. 4, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39; also several queries. 
ANSWERS. 
I. In ancient times, the Mediterranean; at present, the Atlantic. 
8. The Panama Congress opened June 22, [826, and closed July IS, 1826. 
16 and 36. Queries 16 and 36 indicate that there is possibly some very im-
portant reason for insisting that algebraic equations shall always be reduced as . 
quadratics. Why is this? If a solution as a cubIC is immediately apparent 
as is always the case when there are integral roots, why should one waste pre~ 
cious time in looking for another solution which assuredly is no bene!'? e. C.: 
• 8 7 ¥x-;=~ 
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Clearing of fractions, x S -2xVx-8Vx+I6=7x. 
Puty2=X, and y 4-2y 8-7y 2-8Y+I6=0. 
This equation has plainly two real roots and one imaginary one. 
Factoring, (Y-4) (V-I) (y2+3Y+4)=0. 
:. y=4, or I, or - t(3=FV-7) 
Again, X+y=IO. (I). 
xVy=I2. (2). 
From (I), X=IO-y, and by substitution in (2), 
(IO-V) Vy= 12. :. y8-20y2+IOOy-I44· 
Here there are three real roots. 
Factoring gives (v-4) (y2-16Y+36)=0. :. y=4, or 8±tV7 
and x=6, or 2=F!V7. 
18. 58 X.5236X2=130.9=solidity of globes. 
58 X2= 250= solidity of cubes. 
3V( 13°.9+25°) =7·24+=side of required cube. 
R. 
22. '~A Federalist from natural largeness of views, he became a Jeffersonian 
Republican. be~ause . that b~came the predominating policy of Virginia. A 
p~ace man 10 hiS heart and Judgment, he became a war man to secure his re -
election to th~ Presidency, an~ because that seemed to be the prevailing bias 
of the- Repubhcan party."-Hzldrdh on Madison. E. D. M. 
Barnes and Ridpath are both correct and both incorrect Swinton is incor: 
recto Madison a.ssisted· Washington, Jay, and Hamilton in urging upon the 
people of the Um~ed States the necessity of ratifying the Constitution; hence, 
may ~e c1~ssed with the Federalists, After the adoption of the Constitution, 
he alhed himself to Jefferson as to the view to be taken of certain measures of 
Washlllgton's administration; hence, became a leader in the Republican party. 
A.E. 
26. This h~ re~ently .been answered by an official decision of State Supt. H. S. 
Tarbell, of Michigan, t.n the following terms: " The schools have no legal holi-
days. Th~ law .rel~tlllg to legal holidays merely provides that New Year's 
day, Wasblllgton. s birthday, thanksgiving, and fast days shall be regarded the 
same as Sunday III reckoning time in certain commercial and legal transactions. 
T~e law has no reference whatever to school affairs. If teachers wish to be 
reheved from teaching on such days, they should m:>.ke provision for 'it in their 
contract. ,<?therwI~e, ~hey can claim no privilege unless it has become 'a law 
Jcustom In the dlstnct by former usage." 
27. Yes, in imagination. 
30. See Webster's Dictionary. 
" A PROGRAMME WANTED. 
To tlte Editor of the Wukly: . . 
CAN not so~e one of your ' contributors or readers give a programme of a No. I. pnmary school? We do not mean an imaginary programme, 
but a progr~mm~. of a sc~ool tbat has a real existence and is doing a good 
work .. Nelth~r IS a partial sketch desired, but a full and complete outline of 
what ~s ti,one m the school, from the time the session begins until the children 
are, dismissed. We do not think it too difficult a task for THE PRACTICAL 
TEACHER. Shall we have it? . Yours Truly 
Postville, Ia'l Feb. I, 1878. 'AMOS Row. 
Sha~e C. Bond,. o.f. Perryville, Missouri, writes us that "a school is injured 
~y .havmg an exhibition at the close. If you· must have an exhibition, have 
It Just f~ur weeks 31fter sch~ol c~oses." He 'says a\so that he has broken up 
the practice of passing notes In hiS school by copying a few on the blackboard. 
FROM AN APPRECIATIVE SUBSCRIBER. 
To the Editor of the Weekly: 
I HAVE .fo~ some time pr?mised myself the pleasure of ewressing my high _ ~ppreclatlon of. the ments. ~f TJ:IE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. I am pleased 
With Its tone and Wltl! the posltlons It takes upon the educational topics of the 
day. They seem to be discussed with fairnes~ and ability, The WEEKLY 
shoul~ be in the. hands of every tea~her in the No~thwest, forthereby he would 
be enhghteneg In. regard to th~ ~Iews of educauonal men upon the various 
educational quesuo.ns now a~llatlllg the public mind; would be quite fully 
poste~ upo~ educauonalmtelltgence and thus better understand what i. bdng 
done 10 various parts of the country as well as in other countries; and thus 
he would more ~ully compr~henc1 his ~wn status jn the profession, and by all 
these thmg~ he would be ~alsed to. a hIgher plane and his sympathy fur other 
te~chers qUIckened and hIS zeal Increased. 1 hope its circulation may be 
Widely eXlc!nded, not only among teachers and educational men but among 
men in other departments of labor. . , 
Wishing you great success in your sphere of labor in the educational field, · 
I am etc. B. M. REYNOLDS. 
New Lisbon, Wis., Feb. 16, 1878. 
To the Editor Of the Weekly: . 
"-(\. J:l. P.," in ~e W:EEKLY of January 31, spea~s of a Washinglon family 
havmg m possessIOn heirlooms descended from tbelr ancestor George Wash- . 
ington. What Geo. Washington, pray? Tbere have been ma~y of that name 
not all of whom are celebrities. Of course not that one "whom uod left child: 
less, that a nation might call him father." Yours (or more·ligbt. 
Geneseo, III., Feb. II, 1878. SEEKER. 
Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUIIIBERS of the WBBKLY, from one to twenty Inclusive, will be furnished for . five cents each . ~II published since No. '0, ten cents each. Any who have extra cop. 
les of Nos . 45 or 56 Will confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend theiroub-
scription one week tor each copy so returned. . 
If notice is sent us of a missin2' number immediately on receipt of the ,,,xl number we 
will mail it free . Always give the number of the paper, not the date. . , 
In ordermg a change in the address 01 your paper, always give the postoffice and state 
Fro", which you WISh the address chani:ed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
l2.so per year (so Nos.); '1.50 per volume (25 Nos.). In clubs of five 12.25 and ".35. In 
clubs of ~n, 12.00 and 't .• o. Three months on trial, 60 cents. Sent to Public ubrarl. 
and Readmg Rooms ~or , •. 00 a year. Payment Invariably in advance. 
The last number paid lor by each subscriber is on the address-label. The paper will DOt 
be sent beyond that number unless the subscription is renewed, which should be done two 
weeks In advan.s:e. 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft, or P. O. money onler payable to 
S. R. WINCHBLL Be Co. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per It'!e. agate ,!,easur~, 10 cents each iDsertion. When a special location is chosen, •• 
cents a Itne. SpeCial Notices, 50 cents a tiDe by count (brevier width of this column). 
Special rates ~or twelve, six, and three mODL'ts' contracts. ' Orders from StraDgcrs Dlust 
bel'aid monthly In advance. . 
. Copy should. ~e received by Saturday noon, previous to date of issue. 
Each a?vertlsmg page ?f THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLV cODtains three columns, each c0l-
umn ten mches, and one Inch fourteen lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for leu than one dollar. 
Address all communications to . 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO •• 170 Madison St., Chicago. 
-Teachers are invited to offer THE PRACTICAL TEACHER one year for 
school work, the work to be pUbli'h!!d in both the WEEKLY and the TEACHER. 
We will send the TEACHER on such terms one year free. 
._ The sub' cription hst of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER has already reached 
one thousand. Our regular edition is now two thou,and, and the first year is 
not half gone! 
--We were i~ error aboutthe number of subscriptions taken for THE PRACTI-
CAL TEACHER by Mr. Porter in Bloomington, Illinois. The total w _s forty· nine, 
instead of forty-five; and all these were frorr. leachers of the public schools, 
our agent not having time to visit the other educational institutions. Miss Ray-
mond, the superintendent, had prepared the way, by handing a copy to every 
teacher. In his last trip of four weeks he took 162 subscriptions for the · 
TEACHER, and 72 for the WEEKLY. Good enough! 
-It is said thal "delays are dangerous." But sometimes they are unavoirlable. 
This has been the qlSe with the publishers of the WEEKLY for several months 
past, owing to our not having full command of the printi ng press. It has heen 
impossible to Issue the WEEKLY on the day of date, and in order to get aheaa 
of the date we have been obliged to skip, or in some way gain a whole week 
at once. Though we had intended to have our two weeks' vacation in July, 
yet for the sake of promptuess we forego that pleasure and date this paper two 
weeks in advance of No. 57. 
-By a mere chance it was discovered last week that our mailing agents 
had been -(or several weeks using the copies designed for exchanges as wrap-
pers for other papers, so that many if not all of our exchanges have been de-
prived of the regular visits of the WEEKLY. This we very much regret, and 
'rill gladly supply any missing numbers (except No. 5P) on application. No. 
56 was nearly exhau~ted in the way above mentioned, and we have on hand 
only a few copi~s-and these all seriously marred by all inexcusable blunder . 
of the printer. 
GUIDE TO PAINTING ON PORCELAIN AND EARTHEN-WARE.-The follow-
ing is from the Churchman's Companion, New York: 
"Of the many books before us on the subject of Ceramic art, this little essay, 
entitled "Faience," by Madame Brasier de la Vaugu'yon, is one we should 
recommend most highly to the student. As the author states, it is written by 
an artist to artists, and it will be to them a valuable guide through the intrica-
cies and difficulties of China painting, in which art Madame Brasier has had 
great experience. The rules are practical and exact, the subject thorough1y 
and artl.stically treated. The arrangement of the pallette is given, the names 
of the Oils to be used, the plan for sketching Ihe subject, the eflect of fire on 
different colors, and many other suggestion. of equal importance to tbe begin-
ner. Tbe exterior of the little book is as lIeat and pretty as the subject of die 
work is g~od ~nd ,:!seful. We recommend to the many young people wbo are 
commencing In thiS branch of art, to have this little volume near at hand for 
reference and study." 
Send 40 cents for a copy to ,he publisher. of the WEEKLY. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
Worthington 
IllinOiS. 
Business College and English Training School, Evanston, 
8000 Volumes of :Sooks, Miller's Cheap Book Store. 
~dwar~s' Monthly Report Cards, Western Bureau of Education. 
rhe Chmax Blackboard Eraser, Western Bureau of Education. 
Teachers, Attention! C. M. Barnes. 
Flower and Vegetable Seeds,-James Vick. 
New Music Books, John Church & Co. 
Designers and Engraver on Wood, Vandercock, & Co. 
The Cumulative Health Lift, J. P. Marsh & Co. 
